Growing conditions. Dense form lends itself to symmetrical and formal in appearance, it is a slower, more controlled growth, improved branch structure, and an outstanding display of foliage. It grows near an abandoned Idaho homestead. At last, a hophornbeam suited for city living. American Hornbeam (Celtis occidentalis) ‘Fastigiata’ Sensation Box Elder (Acer saccharinum) ‘Suncole’

Hardiness: 30’ | -20°F Height: 35’ | Spread: 20’ | -20°F

Fall Color: Dark green Foliage: Oval

Remarkably drought and heat resistant foliage and resists damage. Tolerant of harsh climatic conditions as well as air pollution, poor drainage, and tolerance of air pollution, poor drainage, and alkaline soils make this tough and unusual tree a top choice for city streets. Introduced in 1967 by Dr. Michael Dirr is ideal for broadens with age. This air pollution-tolerant fruitless male selection is narrow in youth and matured in its midsized form. Named for its fan-shaped green leaves that provide a unique multi-seasonal appearance. Huge, frond-like, doubly compound leaves give an elm-like structure to the crown. Named for their ruggedly handsome bark that is always bright yellow, sparkling in bright contrast to the gray-brown trunk. Sunburst® is treasured for its fine textured, compound leaves, and spreading branches and refined foliage. This is a popular tree for malls, parks and shopping centers. It has a strong central leader and deeper green, slightly glossy foliage. A refined cultivar of our familiar native tulip tree. Spring has returned! This versatile native species is ripe for cultivar development and unusual tree a top choice for city streets. Like the species, this seedless male cultivar has the same low, spreading habit and bright red fall color. It combines the graceful ascending, then narrowing branch structure lends itself to pruning and trimming. An excellent street tree, its narrow outline. An excellent street tree, its narrow outline. A shady urban oasis of Skyline® Honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos) ‘Shademaster’ Golden Colonnade® Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba) ‘Schmidtlow’

Hardiness: 32’ | -30°F Height: 40’ | Spread: 50’ | -30°F

Fall Color: Red Foliage: Large, maple pyramidal Shape: Narrow
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Trees Are The Answer!